Camel Rides
Starting at $815.00, plus tax and mileage

What we bring to you:
✓ Up to 4 hours of unlimited, informative camel rides for
all (no age or weight limit)
✓ Secure perimeter fencing and a stepped ramp for safe
and easy access to the camel
✓ 2 handlers to give camel rides, keep the ride area clean
and safe, and take tickets or arrange lines if needed (will not
handle money)
✓ Complete set up and removal outside event times

What we need from you:
✓ A flat, 20'x60' area, free from gravel or wood chips to operate the ride, typically grass,
cement, or asphalt (can operate indoors with advance notice)
✓ Space next to the ride area for parking and using our truck and trailer
✓ Reasonable access to fresh drinking water for our camels throughout the event
✓ Access to a dumpster to remove bagged waste at the end of the event
✓ An hour and a half before and after the event to safely set up and remove the ride area
✓ Any permits necessary for allowing camels at your location

Tips for hosting a successful camel ride:
✓ Call or email us to schedule your camel ride as soon as you know you want to work
with us, ideally two months or more in advance of the event date. Take into consideration
that our holidays and some weekends tend to book over six months in advance.
✓ Provide us with a day-of-the-event contact that our staff may call, and any directions
that will help us set up the way you want.
✓ Be mindful of the area you choose for hosting
your camel rides and how your guests will
experience the event. Specifically, we recommend
a more shady area where people can congregate
to watch the camel and wait for rides.
✓ The more information you provide to us in
advance about your event or your needs, the
better our service can be for you. Knowing how
large the crowd will be, if we are taking tickets,
where to set up, who will be riding, is all helpful.

